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Mat & bungee ring assembly instructions

∅ 39" ∅ 49"∅ 44"

x 30 x 36 x 42

Removing the old bungee rings

∙ Pull the first bungee ring away from the top of the plastic hook

∙ Guide it over the trampoline frame

∙ Remove it from the bottom of the plastic hook

∙ Attach the new bungee ring as indicated in 2.

Fastening the new bungee rings

∙ Attach the first bungee ring to the top of the plastic hook

∙ Guide it over the trampoline frame

∙ Attach the bungee ring to the bottom of the plastic hook

1.

2.

Please also note our instructions for use before assembly. You can find them on the back side.
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Replacing the mat

∙ Remove the bungee rings, if still present, as described in 1.

∙ Place the mat on a flat surface with the hooks facing upwards

∙ Hang a bungee ring on every second hook one after 

the other in the opening of the hook that is now at the base

∙ In a second cycle, add the remaining bungee rings 

to the missing hooks

∙ Place the frame with the legs up on the mat and 

the bungee rings

∙ Make sure that the bellicon logo is placed on the mat 

so that it is in the middle between two trampoline legs

∙ First, hook the bungee rings on the opposite trampoline legs 

into the upper hook opening to prevent the mat from shifting

∙ Hang the remaining bungee rings in the hooks as described in 

2. and pull them around the frame

∙ Always check that there is no rubber or other material residue on the frame

before assembly. If necessary, remove this, e.g. with a sharp knife or very 

fine sandpaper, so that the new bungee rings do not rub against one another.

∙ The bungee rings’ metal fasteners must never be placed on the hook or on 

the frame in order to avoid damage. The clips always have to hang freely in 

the air and be on the underside of the trampoline. The bungee rings must 

not cross or rub against each other.

 ∙ We recommend occasionally changing the position of the bungee rings slightly, 

so that the clip is in a different place in order to apply different amounts of 

stress to the bungee ring.

∙ Replace the bungee rings when they start to wear out. With new bungee rings, 

your mini trampoline will regain its full elasticity and dynamics.

∙ If individual bungee rings show signs of wear, the entire set should be replaced 

and no bungee ring strengths should be mixed; otherwise, the new bungee 

rings will wear out more quickly.

Usage information

3.
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